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Designer gets big
‘Chance,’ creates
trademark overalls
» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

The Chronicle named
best in state among
other awards
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CHICAGO ARTIST CHANCE The Rapper
stepped onto the VMAs white carpet Aug.
28, 2016, not in a tuxedo, but in a pair of tan
overalls, a baseball cap and shoes to match.
The outfit reflected Chance’s childlike,
playful and carefree personality and
received such a response that he repeated
it—swapping the tan overalls for a red
pair—when he performed on “Saturday
Night Live” Dec. 17, 2016.
But Chance did not simply find these
overalls in the back of his closet. The
overalls were custom-made for him by
Chicago-based independent designer
Sheila Rashid, who got her start studying
in Columbia’s Fashion Studies Department
and has now made designs for celebrities like actress Zendaya and musician
Mick Jenkins.

SEE CHANCE, PAGE 9
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EDITOR’S NOTE

State awards show Chronicle
students deserve recognition
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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tudent journalists today already do
and will continue to face several
new challenges as they enter the
workforce. While some students at The
Chronicle worry about the future of the
industry, acknowledgment of the employees’
impeccable work ethic through prestigious
awards helps motivate us to keep pushing
through difficult times.
The Chronicle staff was honored with
its second consecutive General Excellence
Award and more than 30 individual
awards at the annual Illinois College Press
Association Convention Feb. 18. The staff
competed mostly against 12 non-daily newspapers with enrollments of more than 4,000
students, including other highly-regarded,
local colleges such as DePaul University and
Loyola University. For the open categories,
The Chronicle was vying for awards alongside 35 other colleges across the state.
The 32 first, second, third and honorable
mention awards given to The Chronicle
ranged from more traditional categories in
reporting, photography, design, advertising
to more niche talents like headline writing
and on-location competitions that tested
photographers’ ability to visually represent
vague words like “politics.” The newspaper
placed in nearly every category.
The Chronicle’s Editor’s Notes often are
used to touch on recent, sometimes controversial, collegewide issues that need
a more in-depth analysis for members of
the college community. However, in light
of The Chronicle’s nearly-record-breaking
weekend, it is important to give the entire
staff the kudos they deserve as they have
and will continue to face adversity, both in
the future job market because of President
Donald Trump’s attacks on the media and
currently at Columbia.
For several years, The Chronicle has not
kept secret the resistance it faces from the
college administration. Often, our reporting
and editing choices are unduly criticized
and we are told that what we are reporting
is not newsworthy. One of our reporters was
told, “The only person that cares about this
is you,” by a college higher-up last year while
conducting research for a story that was
honored at this year’s convention.
In the midst of this doubt as well as outside pressures, The Chronicle staff always
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pushes through, and their state recognition
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shows how much it was worth it.
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Brooke Pawling Stennett
The Chronicle’s awards are not just beneficial for the paper itself. Columbia’s leaders
COPY
have and should continue to use these honCOPY CHIEF
Carolyn Bradley
COPY EDITORS
James Firkins
ors as a way to market not only the college’s
Lauren
Carlton
journalism program, but also the other programs from which our employees come.
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These majors and concentrations include
SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Zoë Haworth
photography, design, advertising, cinema art
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and science, creative writing and fashion
James Tsitiridis
studies, to name a few. Many of the students
who work or have worked at The Chronicle,
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including myself, chose to attend Columbia
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G-Jun Yam
solely based on the student newspaper
and
		
Wesley Herold
PHOTO EDITORS
Esther Bell
its high national and state achievements.
Kevin
Tiongson
It isn’t just the dedication and willingness
to produce high-quality work that makes
ADVERTISING
The Chronicle’s staff a group of winners; it
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Noah Kelly
is the support and love they gain from one
Conrad Queen
another. The students here become a family;
Micha Thurston
they become in sync with one another and
work together like clockwork to
produce a
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professional product every week.
WEBMASTER
Lou Foglia
It isn’t uncommon for someone in the newsroom to step in to help a struggling colleague
OPERATIONS
conduct interviews, make an ad sale, develop
OFFICE ASSISTANT
Ethan Stocking-Anderson
a design, or even provide emotional support.
Not only is it the key to The Chronicle’s sucSENIOR STAFF
cess, but, as a leader, the camaraderie means
GENERAL MANAGER
Chris Richert
more to me than any award.
FACULTY ADVISER
Len Strazewski
ASSISTANT FACULTY ADVISER Stephanie Goldberg
Students at The Chronicle are energized
by this latest recognition, but their motivation first and foremost will always be to help
CORRECTIONS: In a Feb. 20 story published by The Chronicle titled “P-Fac seeks
the college community stay informed and
injunction to enforce arbitration award,” it states: “The motion points to an Aug.
23, 2016 NLRB decision excluding dual-function employees, those who both teach
break news to them in an honest, fair way. As
and hold other positions with the college, from the union and P-Fac’s contract.”
long as Columbia respects and recognizes
Arbitration—not the NLRB—ruled on Jan 13, 2017, that full-time staff who separately
them in the way they deserve, that coverage
teach part-time are excluded from the P-Fac bargaining unit. The NLRB, both the
and support will never stop.
regional and Washington-based entity, upheld the college’s position that dual-function
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employees are included in the P-Fac bargaining unit.
Also, the regional NLRB issued its decision on Aug. 30, 2016–not Aug 23, 2016.
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Black History Month celebrated with African-American alumni panel » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

Students voice concerns
at sparse proposal forum

Approximately seven students shared their concerns
with college administrators and faculty about the
recently proposed department merges during a Feb.
21 student forum.

» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE
» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR
DURING A STUDENT forum for feedback on
proposed departmental mergers, senior
cinema art and science major Lorenzo
Leyva questioned whether it would be
beneficial to combine the Cinema Art and
Science and Television departments.
“I acknowledge that TV is evolving into
a more cinematic experience, but I know
[cinema is] never going to be reading cue
cards or filming things live to an audience,”
Leyva said. “They seem very distinct in
how they’re being run, and it doesn’t seem
that there is much room for collaboration.”
Despite low attendance at the Feb. 21
forum, held at the Conaway Center in the
1104 S. Wabash Ave. Building, the few
student attendees present expressed concerns about the proposed merger of the
Television and Cinema Art and Science
departments, including sharing equipment,
possible restructuring of administrative
positions and overall implementation.
As reported Feb. 20 by The Chronicle,
proposals for departmental mergers were
announced in an email sent earlier that
month to students from Dean of the School
of Media Arts Eric Freedman.
The mergers, which also include combining the Radio and Communication
and Media Innovation departments, as

well as the animation program with the
Interactive Arts & Media Department,
were proposed in response to student input
regarding obstacles to interdisciplinary
study, according to the email.
Student forums were scheduled for Feb.
21 and March 15 to get student feedback on
the proposals, according to Freedman’s
Feb. 14 email. The first event garnered a
turnout of approximately seven students.
During the forum, Freedman—joined by
affected department chairs and committee faculty members—said the proposals
are meant to prevent students from being
limited in their major pathways.
“The notion that you can operate [in]
one particular discipline—that’s sort of a
misnomer. We really need to be malleable
[and] adaptive,” Freedman said during the
forum. “That’s what we’re trying to create
in this first vision of new structural models
inside the School of Media Arts.”
In a Feb. 23 emailed statement from
college spokeswoman Anjali Julka on
behalf of Freedman regarding the student
turnout, Julka said it is likely that students
have been informed of the plans already
from effective communication within
the department.
“Some students have also reached out
personally to answer more nuanced questions about their own courses of study,” the
statement said. “We look forward to further

discussing these plans at the next forum
being held in March.”
Leyva said the forum’s low student turnout showed a lack of interest in something
that seriously affects students.
“It’s embarrassing in a way because it’s
affecting us,” Leyva said. “They sent an
email to all of us and no one else showed up.
It shows a lack of care, [and] it’s something
that we should be concerned about.”
He asked Freedman what physical
changes would be taking place during
the mergers’ implementation. Freedman
discussed the possibility of changing the
location of equipment cages to better suit
the needs of faculty and students.
After Leyva communicated concerns
about sharing media equipment with
the smaller Television Department, the
department’s Chair Sharon Ross said she
expects department staff to plan for that
issue, but there is also a lot of unnecessary
equipment that could be eliminated.
“One of the problems you have [with] separate equipment centers across campus is
a lot of redundancy in equipment,” Ross
said. “If you find redundancies, you can
eliminate them and then reinvest [to] have
enough going for the students.”
Marquise Davion, Student Government
Association’s vice president of Finance and
junior cinema art and science major, asked
how the administrative structure would

look if the proposals were to take place
because it affects how student senators
are positioned in SGA.
Freedman said the administrative
structure has not yet been decided, but
it is important to make sure everyone’s
voices continue to be heard throughout
the departments.
“We don’t want to create more administration, but we want to make sure the
existing department of voices are represented,” Freedman said.
In response to whether it would be beneficial to combine the departments, Ross and
other faculty members said the similarities
between the departments were reasons to
bring the two together, while Freedman
pointed out what is being taught throughout the departments.
“The notion that television is all about
reading off of cue cards is a limited perspective, and if that is all we’re doing, then
we’re not doing everything [to address]
where you need to be in terms of how television operates in this contemporary time,”
Freedman said.
The are set to begin implementation in
Fall 2017 but would not interrupt current
students’ paths to graduation or lead to any
programs being eliminated, as reported
Feb. 20 by The Chronicle.
Freedman ended the forum by reiterating his purpose for the proposals: to give
students the opportunity to explore other
interests without being penalized.
On whether any programs or majors
would potentially be phased out in the
future, Freedman added that it would be
unethical to make a statement on that at
this moment because degree programs
should always be evolving.
“We don’t want to make that judgment
in any one instant, but we always want to
be listening and not simply responding to
a wayward trend,” Freedman said. “This
is going to require ongoing conversation
to make sure we understand, ‘What do
[students] want to do?’”
Leyva said he thought the forum
was beneficial, but his concerns about
implementation remain.
“Anything can sound good when you talk
about it in theory; it’s when you implement
where it matters,” Leyva said.
He added that even though the mergers
seem to be set in place, it is still good that
students are being included in the process.
“It’s good that they at least care enough to
ask us what we think about it,” Leyva said.
“It at least let’s them think, ‘OK, well we
didn’t think of these things, we didn’t bring
up these concerns.’ So I appreciate that.”
aportalatin@chroniclemail.com
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Chronicle again named No. 1
non-daily college newspaper
FOR THE SECOND consecutive year,
The Chronicle staff received a
first place award for General
Excellence as well as 31 others at the Illinois College Press
Association convention Feb. 18.
In addition to the General
Excellence honor, for which the
newspaper was competing against
12 non-daily publications from
colleges with enrollments of 4,000
students or greater, The Chronicle
was awarded eight other first place
awards. The staff also collectively
received eight second place, seven
third place and eight honorable
mention awards.
Len Strazewski, an associate
professor in the Communication
& Media Innovation Department
and The Chronicle’s faculty
adviser, said the awards are

an indicator of the quality of
Columbia’s journalism program.
“The Chronicle fosters a very
professional and practical news
environment,” Strazewski said.
“The students that work here
know exactly what it’s like to be
a journalist. Someone who has
spent a year or so at The Chronicle
is very comfortable moving into
a professional newsroom environment. The recognition of
the awards indicate that we are
exactly on track with fostering
professional development.”
The Chronicle’s editorial
board was awarded first place
for Opinion Pages—a presidential endorsement from Fall 2016
written on behalf of the staff by
Managing Editor Arabella Breck.
Other staffwide, first-place
awards included first places for
Entertainment Supplement and
Front Page Layout categories.

» JESSICA SCOTT/CHRONICLE

Individual first place awards
included former Campus Editor
Andrea Salcedo Llaurado for
In-Depth Reporting; Feature
Page Design by Senior Graphic
Designer Zoë Haworth and former Graphic Designer Sarah
Impola; Advertising Campaign
for Kimberly Owyang; and NonSports Column for Editor-in-Chief
Megan Bennett.

Despite Columbia not being
known for sports overall and
competing against publications
with a heavy emphasis on sports,
The Chronicle took home several
awards in sports-related categories. Art Director Alexander
Aghayere received first place in
Sports Page Design for a roller
derby feature published in the
Spring 2016 Semester. The Design

staff also received second place
in the same category for The
Chronicle’s coverage and feature
on the Cubs World Series victory
in the Nov. 7 issue. Former Senior
Photo Editor and Webmaster
Lou Foglia also received an
honorable mention in the
Sports Photo category.
The Chronicle’s photographers also took home six

SEE ICPA PAGE 12

» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Monday February 27
Latin Pop Ensemble in Concert

7:00 pm

Tuesday February 28
R&B Ensemble: Performance in Concert

7:00 pm

Wednesday March 1
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series
at the Conaway
Hip Hop Ensemble in Concert
Friday March 3
ChicagoVox in Concert
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12:00 pm
7:00 pm

7:00 pm
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New location chosen for
Manifest 2017
» ARIANA PORTALATIN & 		
MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS EDITOR & REPORTER
TO IMPROVE THE Manifest experience and avoid potential construction, Columbia has chosen a new
location for its annual Manifest

Urban Arts festival, as announced
in a Feb. 21 email to students.
The college’s largest annual
gathering, scheduled for May
13, is typically held between
Congress Parkway and Roosevelt
Road. This year, according to the
announcement, the main area of

» FILE PHOTO
Columbia’s Manifest Urban Arts Festival will be held this year along Wabash
Avenue between 9th and 11th streets.
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the festival will be condensed
between 9th and 11th streets.
“We used to do most of our
festival in the parking lot across
the street from 916 S. Wabash,
[but] they’re actually going to
be constructing a building there
in the future,” said Shannon
Bourne, assistant director of
Student Activities and Manifest
producer. “We don’t know when,
so we figured now is a good time
to switch up the format and try
something new.”
According to Bourne, the new
location will make the size of the
festival smaller, but will not effect
the activities and performances
normally part of the event.
“The festival is going to have
the same elements we had in the
main lot, just more consolidated.
It’s going to make it feel more
festive and active all day long,”
Bourne said.
The Mainstage tent for the
festival will be located on 11th
Street, and student organization
tents will be located on the west
side of Wabash Avenue, with food

trucks from around the city on
the east side of Wabash Avenue,
Bourne said.
Director of Communications
for the Student Programming
Board and sophomore business & entrepreneurship major
Elana Schmidt said the new
location will add to the festival’s
community feeling.
“It will give off a more community vibe [because] Columbia’s
working together in this smaller
space,” Schmidt said.
Schmidt added that she hopes
students take advantage of the
opportunities the festival offers.
“It’s a chance for people to
emerge and show their talent,”
Schmidt said. “If they take that
opportunity, then they will get
the full experience of Manifest.”
Bourne said the location
change will allow more interaction between attendees and allow
for easier navigation through the
more crowded areas.
Emily Veldman, a first-year
graduate student in the Business
& Entrepreneurship Department

and member of the Manifest student team, said the location will
add cohesiveness to the event and
make it more festive.
“Going from the parade and
Great Convergence to the festival,
it’s going to be a lot more smoother
of a transition and keep it festive,”
Veldman said.
Veldman is charged with finding 115 volunteers to help with the
festival, Bourne said
“The whole festival is student-driven, student-produced
and that’s really an important
part,” Bourne said. “It is the
involvement we wanted from
students all along.”
Junior business & entrepreneurship major and Student
Programming Board President
Jake Dagit agreed and said he is
expecting the smaller venue to
create a more centralized event.
“This change brings the focus
and clarity to the things that
we really find important about
Manifest,” Dagit said.
chronicle@colum.edu
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» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
THE PART-TIME faculty union’s
continuing conflict over whether
or not full-time staff can teach
has moved into a more intense
legal struggle.
While the union has taken
the conflict to federal court in
January to enforce an arbitration and avoid a National Labor
Relations Board decision that
allowed staff to teach and become
part of the P-Fac union, the federal agency is now attempting to
intervene in court, according to a
Feb. 17 court filing.
The NLRB is attempting to
become part of P-Fac’s lawsuit
against Columbia so it can oppose
the union’s attempt to compel
the college to pay an estimated
$500,000 arbitration award to

union members who lost teaching
assignments to staff.
The court will ultimately decide
which takes precedence—a Jan.11
arbitrator’s decision that would
keep full-time staff from teaching
and compensate adjuncts for lost
income or an NLRB decision that
runs contrary to this position.
The NLRB went to federal court
Feb. 17 arguing it needed to intervene to protect its “strong interest
in maintaining its authority to
decide the proper scope of P-Fac’s
bargaining unit.”
“In an unusual move, the
National Labor Relations Board in
Washington on February 17, asked
the court if it could intervene in the
lawsuit. The court set a briefing
schedule on the NLRB’s request as
well. The college does not oppose
the NLRB intervening, but P-Fac
does,” college spokesperson Anjali

» FILE PHOTO
Tanya Harasm and Clint Vaupel, staff members represented by the United Staff of
Columbia College support, fellow staffers’ rights to teach classes.

Julka said in a Feb. 24 emailed
statement on behalf of Terrence
Smith, the college’s special council
for labor relations.

We Won! Fox TV’s
“Best of Chicago”!

P-Fac countered the NLRB’s
motion in a Feb. 22 court filing, arguing NLRB’s only role
in the lawsuit is to enforce the

arbitrator’s award, insisting
“The Labor Board and the College
try—desperately to make this case
about something...[it] is not,”
according to the record.
The college attacked the
award in a Feb. 17 court filing
that described arbitrator Robert
Perkovich’s conclusions as
“untenable” and accused P-Fac
of trying to avoid the NLRB’s
prior decision through its federal court action. “Attempting
to circumvent the NLRB’s primary jurisdiction is precisely
what P-Fac has done here,” the
documents stated.
P-Fac’s contract, which the
college signed in summer 2013,
prevents the staff members from
joining the collective bargaining
unit, which is required to teach
the classes.
Tanya Harasym, operations
coordinator for the Learning
Center and an adjunct professor
in the Humanities, History &
Social Sciences and English
departments, said P-Fac’s
decision to exclude full-time

SEE UNION, PAGE 12

Staff, P-Fac case could
near decision point

~ Chicago’s premier spiritual and Metaphysical
Therapy, consultation, and readings

~ Healing Guinness & meditation
~ Balance your chakras get clarity
on relationships
~ Also available for parties and
events call for appoinments.
Visit us online at
CHICAGOBESTPSYCHIC.COM
$10 off any service with this ad

5331 W. Belmont,
Chicago
$30 Piercings
Students get 10% off!

CHICAGO

Spiritual Boutique
312-778-2490

30 E Roosevelt Chicago, IL 60605
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Alumnus short film gains
international recognition

» Courtesy JAY ESPAÑO
2016 cinema art and science alumnus Jay Españo wrote and directed short film
“Mahal” that will be featured in upcoming film festivals around the world.
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER
AN ALUMNUS’ SHORT film was
recently awarded the 2016 Diamond Award for the Student Film
Competition at the California
Film Awards and is scheduled to

premiere in several film festivals
throughout the rest of the year.
Jay Españo’s 17-minute short
film, titled “Mahal,” tells the story
of Arthur and his wife Dorothy
who suffers from Alzheimer’s disease. Throughout the film, Arthur
tries to reconnect with his wife

and convince his daughter Carol
not to send Dorothy to a care facility, according to Españo.
Españo, who graduated with
a master’s from the Cinema Art
and Science Department in 2016,
wrote the script as his thesis film.
According to Españo, the original
script for his thesis told the story
of his father’s experience entering the U.S. from the Philippines,
but was too long for a short film.
“I went back to the drawing
board, and I couldn’t get inspired
until one day I was talking to one
of my classmates and he told me
about his grandparents that both
passed away from Alzheimer’s and
how he was terrified that it runs in
his family,” Españo said.
That became the impetus for
a story about Alzheimer’s and
families’ experience dealing with
the disease.
He added he initially had trouble
connecting with the script because
he had never been personally
affected by the disease. However,
injecting ethnicity into the story
made it more meaningful.

UMBRA
VIVIANE SASSEN
JANUARY 26 - APRIL 1, 2017

mocp.org

Viviane Sassen
Green Vlei, 2015
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“As a writer, director and actor,
I wanted the piece to have
something of me in it, so I started
putting my Filipino heritage into
the story,” Españo said. “I made
Dorothy’s character Filipino
who is married to an American
man, and I included a Filipino
nursery rhyme.”
Tony Santiago, cinema lighting
stage coordinator at Columbia and
“Mahal” cinematographer said he
joined the film crew because of the
intriguing script and Españo’s passion for his work.
“It is a story about regret and
love, and that was so intriguing to
me; it felt very genuine,” Santiago
said. “He was just really passionate
about ‘Mahal.’ Since he cared so
much about it, it was easy for the
rest of us to care about it too.”
Tony Noice, the actor who played
Arthur in the film, said working
with Españo was like working
with a professional director and
he enjoys acting particularly in
student films.
“Most of us who act for a living are working on things like

commercials and industrial films,
and basically that is why you do
student film, because you get a
chance to play these very rich and
complex roles. “
Winner of the 2016 Diamond
Award, “Mahal” will be featured
in film festivals in the upcoming year. These include the Los
Angeles Cinefest and the Bahamas
International Film Fest, as well as
the Respect Belfast Human Rights
Festival and the Black Bird Film
Festival in New York.
Españo said because of the success of the film, “Mahal” has caught
the attention of film producers in
the Philippines, and he has also
been asked to write a full-length
script for the film.
“It is just such a personal story
for me, just the message of not
wasting time and telling someone
how you really feel about them,”
Españo said. “When we started
getting into film festivals, it was
validation that we are in a good
place and on the right track.”
msobotka@chroniclemail.com
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Sheila Rashid, who attended Columbia for fashion design, designed Chance the Rapper’s signature overalls
and has created her own brand.

» PHOTOS WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

Former Columbia student designs
overalls for Chance the Rapper
CHANCE, FROM FRONT
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

F

or independent designer Sheila
Rashid, what started out as painting designs on t-shirts to sell to her
high school classmates, flourished and
led into her own brand, which now makes
overalls for Chicago artist and Grammy
winner Chance The Rapper. Chance has
worn Rashid’s overalls to high profile
events including the MTV Video Music
Awards and even an episode of Saturday
Night Live.
The 28-year-old Chicago native attended
Columbia on and off for about two years’
worth of credits but never received her
degree. After leaving Columbia, she
interned with a local designer and worked
on building a collection of dresses that
would later appear in her first fashion show.
She moved to New York where she lived
for a year and a half before returning to
Chicago. In addition to her work for Chance,

she has designed for celebrities like actress
Zendaya and musician Mick Jenkins.
The Chronicle spoke with Rashid about
her time at Columbia, her high-profile
clients and her hopes for the future of the
Sheila Rashid brand.
THE CHRONICLE: How did your
time at Columbia help you with the
rest of your fashion career?
SHEILA RASHID: Garment construction [courses] helped me learn the basics;
I learned all the machines, applied that
information and learned in my own way
how to do certain things. I remember that
the teachers there were great. It was just
a great experience; I definitely learned a
lot, and Columbia was the best starting
point. It is definitely the reason I was able
to learn so much on my own.
How did you begin designing for
Chance the Rapper?
We’re friends. Every time we see each
other he always looks out. He wanted the

overalls from me before, but I never had
the chance to make them for him because
I was always doing something else. The
connection happened when another local
stylist reached out to me and mentioned
the VMAs and asked if we had some overalls for him, and that it was a possibility
he would wear them for that.
That just motivated me. She got me his
measurements, and I made those pants
in a day because it was a week before the
VMAs. I got them to him, and I didn’t get
my hopes up too high, but on the day of
the VMAs, she texted me and said he
was wearing them. I went to my friend’s
house who was having a party and she had
cable, so I could see it on TV myself. He
rocked them and then it became an iconic
moment for him.
What has the recent attention done
to your brand?
I definitely will say that Chance
wearing [the overalls] has brought me
international clientele for sure. People in
London [and] Japan have ordered off the
site. People want what he has and not only
that, but the way the overalls are built,
the aesthetic of them are is different than
other overalls so I think people like that.
Not only is Chance wearing them but
they are different. It looks like more of a
fashion statement.
Is it important to you that your
brand stays local?
Fashion in Chicago is not that huge so
when you can spotlight people like that,
it definitely brings light to your brand

and also to fashion in general. It’s definitely important to keep it local. This is
where I’m from, this is where I want to
build and to make people pay attention
to fashion going on here. That’s why it’s
important.
Why does your brand focus on
androgynous clothing?
I’m designing stuff that I would wear.
I’m just reflecting my personality; I’m
a tomboy. Because the overalls and
denim have just become a necessity for
people and people have been wanting
them, that’s all I’ve been making lately.
It’s become a unisex thing because guys
and girls can wear the overalls. That’s
how the brand has gone, and I’m happy
about that because I don’t really want to
put a label on my brand as far as women’s
or men’s.
What does the future of your brand
look like?
These years are now just developing,
getting ready to mass produce and getting ready to take the next step. It’ll take
a day at a time to get there. I know I want
different stores to carry my brand. I want
to eventually open up my own store and
just keep building.
Honestly, I’m really all about the art; I
like making pieces. I want to keep making
clothes... Even if I do mass produce, I will
always still be sewing myself. It’s really
about getting the art out there anyway
I can.
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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Presidential piñata
becomes party hit
» PHOTOS KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Chicago artist and 2005 art & design alumnus Jeffery Littleton created a piñata of
President Donald Trump in attempt to speak out for his community.

Littleton, an artist and 2005
art & design alumnus, said he
JEFFREY LITTLETON SCULPTED a
decided to create a Trump piñata
papier-mâché head at his Uptown in February after seeing how much
studio as his peafowl, Pepe, suffering the election has caused
pecked away at a piñata of Pres- his loved ones and community.
ident Donald Trump, ripping off Littleton said he needed to add
little confetti pieces that form the some joy to the Trump presidency
president’s eyebrow.
and decided to use papier mâché to

» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

create a two-compartment piñata,
mocking the president.
“[The election] really put a dark
cloud on [my girlfriend and me],
not in our relationship, but in general in the household, it was like
a death in the family,” Littleton
said. “I just wanted something to
put some joy into this because he
is all piss-and-vinegar.”
Although he thinks the piñata
will be the “hit of the party,”
Littleton admits that it is hard
for him to laugh when he thinks
about Trump.
“I can’t think of another way to
bring up Trump at a party without
being a drag,” Littleton said. “We
have to take this and turn it around,
so I am getting joy. I am selling it,
and I [want to help] the people that
are going to be hurt by his policies.”
After Littleton posted the piñata
on Neighborhood Square, a local
neighborhood news site, a few
viewers objected to his work, saying his “bashing on the president”
was overpriced and a bore.
In response to Littleton’s art,
Michael Federico, a GOP political
operative based in Chicago, said

he has seen Trump piñatas since
the beginning of election primary
season and thinks that the idea
now lacks originality.
“Art should be anti-authority
and should present authority,”
Federico said. “This one particularly sounds pretty boring. I have
seen some decent anti-Trump
pieces in Chicago. Obviously, I
don’t agree with their message,
but I have seen some great pieces.”
To continue the theme, Littleton
is creating a Trump Voodoo doll.
After living in New Orleans for
eight years, Littleton said he is
going to base his doll on the traditional ones that can be seen there.
He said his idea is to make the
doll from twigs and use orange felt
for his face, and white buttons to
emphasize his sunglass tan-lines.
Louise LeBourgeois, a former
adjunct professor at Columbia who
taught Littleton, said the administration is trying to conceal the
truth, so people can only see the
cover-up, and are not inclined to
investigate further
“Any great artist is trying to peel
the layers away to try to find out

what the truth is,” LeBourgeois
said. “Maintaining our own consciousness in this time of a president trying to frame reality for
everybody is inherently a political act. [An artist] isn’t going to
believe in a lie, they are going to
continue investigating the world
around them.”
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

Littleton (pictured with his bird, Pepe)
tries to add joy to the presidency with
satirical art.
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individual awards, including
second place and third place
in Feature Photo for Foglia and
Senior Photo Editor G-Jun Yam
respectively, Senior Photo Editor
Wesley Herold’s second place for
Spot News and Senior Photo Editor
Kevin Tiongson’s third place in the
“Shoot Chicago” competition that
took place during the conference.
For the awards, The Chronicle
was competing against 12 other

non-daily college newspapers. In
the open category awards, The
Chronicle was among 35 other
Illinois colleges competing.
CMI Department Chair Suzanne
McBride said she was happy to see
the newspaper with a “storied” history of excellence being awarded
once again.
“It’s a wonderful message to be
able to tell prospective students,
to underscore why this is a place
you want to do journalism, photography, design and generally

become an expert communicator,”
McBride said.
Strazewski added that he looks
forward to helping push the students who work at The Chronicle
even further to gain more success
and recognition.
“It’s very exciting to see The
Chronicle continue to evolve,” he
said. “It has a long tradition of
excellence, but every year it seems
to get a little bit better.”
mbennett@chroniclemail.com

UNION, FROM PAGE 7

staff members from teaching
opportunities through their contract was spurred by the college’s
declining enrollment rate, the

The only thing that can stop P-Fac
from striking as it so chooses is the
preliminary injunction...
MIKE PERSOON
college administration and the
restructuring of classroom maximums, which reduces the overall
number of courses.
P-Fac lawyer Mike Persoon,
an attorney at Depres, Schwartz,
Geoghegan, Ltd., said the arbitration aligns with their Collective
Bargaining Agreement and is
used as a remedy for disputes with
the college, as reported Feb. 6 by
The Chronicle.
“The arbitration [award] was
issued on Jan. 11.,” Persoon said.
“We immediately reached out to the

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

college and asked them if they would
follow it; they delayed answering us
and never gave us a straight answer
but it became clear to us they were
not going to follow it,” Persoon said.
“That’s why we took the proper action

of moving to confirm the arbitration
award to get a federal judgment that
we can then enforce against the college to criminal contempt.”
Federal Judge John J. Tharp
is scheduled to hear the litigants’
motions March 15, according
to Persoon.
“The only thing that can stop
P-Fac from striking as it so chooses
is the preliminary injunction that
we are asking the court to enter,”
Persoon said.
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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Chicago chefs unite to stand with immigrants » Page 15

featured artist Try Guy buzzes about
improv comedy
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER

BUZZFEED’S MORE THAN 11 million YouTube
subscribers watch Try Guy Keith Habersberger wearing sexy Halloween costumes,
experiencing simulated labor pains and
stripping “Magic Mike” style, but what
they might not see is how he found a way
to always say “yes.”
Before becoming a Buzzfeed video producer, Habersberger competed in improv
tournaments with his college improv team
at Illinois State University, Improv Mafia,
and worked as a tournament producer after
he graduated.
Habersberger recently returned to
Chicago to help anchor the College Improv
Tournament’s 10th annual national championships on Feb. 25.
The Chronicle spoke with Habersberger
about improv comedy, his work at Buzzfeed
and advice for student improv actors.

THE CHRONICLE: What was your
experience with improv like as a
college student?
KEITH HABERSBERGER: It almost
had a fraternity vibe in the sense that it
is very much about keeping the name of
the improv group alive and established.
We were just very into it; everybody was
incredibly close friends. In addition to
rehearsing, people hung out once a week,
on Mafia Thursdays, when we would just
hang out and spend time with each other.
It was like a family unit of improvisers.

» Courtesy Adam Bianchi

This is my general belief on everything
creative: You never know what thing you
do now is going to get you the thing you
want to do later.
KEITH HABERSBERGER

How do you practice for an improv
show or competition?
It is really about getting better at working
together as a unit. It’s not like a play where
you are learning scripts, but you are learning how to build scenes with your friends
the best way you can do it, and that really
just takes repetition.
Some exercises are focused on how to
listen better in scenes and react more, some
are about being more confident than the
character you bring, some are about establishing a good environment that the scene
takes place in, so it is really about being
very well-rounded as an improviser.

What role has your improv experience
played in your career path?
The philosophy of improv is that you
should always say “yes” to things, you
should always be able to work together with
other people and by saying “no,” nothing
ever happens. I have always worked with
people not necessarily knowing where it
was going to lead to, but to work with people
and be open, you try to drive it to something
better, then you end up in a better place.
Now I work with three other incredible
talented dudes—the Try Guys. We hang
out all the time, and that comes from that
improv philosophy of you make the best
stuff with the people you get along with
well because you have fun while you’re
making it.
Do you consider what the Try Guys
does as improv?
It’s certainty highly collaborative and
all of us are adding very specific things,
but also all of us are trading jobs a lot, so
it is like improv in the sense that I don’t
know what I am going to come in and do
every morning, but I know that what I am
going to do is going to support the greater
product of Try Guys.
What is like to be apart of the
Buzzfeed community?
It is very cool. It is always exciting to be
working here and making new things. We
are always trying to find out what everybody wants and how to make it better.
What is the best piece of advice you
can give to students who want to follow the improv path?
This is my general belief on everything
creative: You never know what thing you do
now is going to get you the thing you want
to do later. Also, it is a very tired thing to
say, but you do have to fail 1,000 times;
it’s a learning process. When something
presents itself, even though it doesn’t seem
directly related to what you do, it could
help. There is a million things I did and
wrote that you would never say “Oh that
lead to that,” but it did. You’ve got to be
open, optimistic and constantly working.
msobotka@chroniclemail.com
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LAS CAFETERAS
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

FOX makes mistakes,
recognizes its faults

T

he Feb. 20 episode of "24: Legacy"
covered the 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. hour
of the 24-hour-long season. In
one scene, U.S. government officials
review footage of attacks a terrorist
they are pursuing supposedly orchestrated. However, one of the attacks
shown in a clip about 10 seconds long
was not committed by the fictional
character, but rather a real terrorist
group and affected real people.
What the characters describe as
an attack on an "Egyptian market"
was actually a 2013 attack on a mall
in Nairobi, Kenya, that killed 67
people and injured nearly 200 more.
Credit for the Nairobi attack was
claimed by al-Shabab, a Somali terrorist group linked to al-Qaida.
This was a completely avoidable
situation. All the show's creators had
to do was shoot a 10-second clip using
actors rather than appropriate a real
tragedy to further a fictional storyline.
The disrespectful oversight was
quickly pointed out to FOX, the
network that hosts "24: Legacy," on
social media with #SomeoneTellFox.
Nairobian blogger Naomi Mutua
tweeted, "Producers of ['24: Legacy']
are arrogant & callous; don't care
for the trauma survivors suffer from
#WestgateAttack, using attack footage."
Nairobi native and talent agent
Sam Gichuru also called out the network by tweeting, "#SomeoneTellFox
that you were very insensitive to do
this to those who still have nightmares and lost loved ones," with
an attached clip from the show.
While FOX's use of this footage
was unacceptable and a mistake that
should have been caught before the
episode aired, a representative from
FOX Studios and the show's executive
producers were quick to admit their
faux pas. In a Feb. 23 emailed statement
to Quartz Africa, Executive Producers
Evan Katz and Manny Coto apologized
for any pain they caused for the victims
and survivors of the attack and their

Thalia Hall
1807 S. Allport St.
8:30 p.m.
$15 advance / $20 door, 17+
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JEEZY
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House of Blues
329 N. Dearborn Ave.
7 p.m.
$39.50

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
7 p.m.
$20, 21+

Wednesday, March 1

families. FOX's Executive Vice President
of Corporate Communications and
Publicity Chris Alexander echoed a
similar sentiment in the Quartz article.
The producers' emailed statement said they would be removing
the offensive footage from the episode for subsequent broadcasts.
Following those apologies and promises, Mutua and Gichuru both thanked
FOX for its response via Twitter.
This is the model on which similar
conflicts over social media should
be based. One party made a mistake,
another pointed it out, the first party
apologized with subsequent moves to
fix it, and the second party accepted the
apology. This is how conflict is resolved.
Screaming an opposing view at
someone over social media is not
the way to make change happen. But
expressing real qualms and making
it known why something is problematic will get someone's attention and
allow them to correct the problem.
FOX went above and beyond in
its corrective measures with not
only the necessary apology, but also
removing the offensive scene and
making sure it would not be in any
other showings of the episode.
Our president could take some pointers
from FOX on how to handle conflict and
confrontation without taking it to the
most extreme level, like calling everyone
who disagrees with you fake and wrong.
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FROM THE FRONT ROW

Wilco's guitarist and lead singer
Jeff Tweedy played with his band
Feb. 22 in the first of four sold out
shows at the Chicago Theatre, 175
N. State St.

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
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Local chefs serve up solidarity
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE

their butts and feet to pay the bills,
but to use it as a sounding board to
let people know what is going on
WHEN NATIVE CHICAGOAN and chef
to “show our solidarity with the and what they might pay attention
Bruce Sherman saw how President immigrants who form the back- to,” he said.
The campaign runs until March
Donald Trump’s administration bone of our restaurants and the
1,
and
Sherman said it has already
has been treating immigrants and fabric of our communities—those
received
significant donations
minorities, he could not sit idly by. suddenly and unjustly singled
from
the
community that he
He had to do something to stand out for their countries of origin,”
said
will
allow
the campaign to
up for those in need.
according to the campaign’s
maximize
its
impact.
The dona“I was very troubled by what was website.
tions
will
go
to
three
local
nonprofgoing on in our community
For a minimum $50 donation,
its—Centro
Romero,
Immigrant
[and] in the country as a people will receive two pints of
whole and concerned for soup March 7 made by one of the Workers’ Project and the Southwest
the greater reputation or 19 partnering chefs, such as Paul Organizing Project—that are
future of the country,” Fehribach of Big Jones, Phillip Foss actively working with immigrants.
Imelda Salazar, organizer of the
said Sherman, chef of EL Ideas and Beverly Kim and
Southwest
Organizing Project,
at North Pond Johnny Clark of Parachute, who
said
volunteering
time and money
Restaurant in are all semifinalists in the 2017
is
needed
to
help
the
organization
Lincoln Park.
restaurant James Beard Awards.
and
the
immigrants
it
serves. She
Sherman creSherman said supporting the
added
the
donations
will
be put
ated Solidarity immigrant community is critical
toward
arranging
for
immigration
Soup, a local to the restaurant industry, especampaign to sup- cially given the successful Chicago law attorneys to conduct emerport immigrant restaurant scene and its reliance gency legal screenings, helping
people apply for the citizenship
rights, which has on these employees.
enlisted the talents
“Part of our responsibility is to test and providing a stipend for
of some top Chicago be sensitive to what is going on outreach coordinators.
“The purpose of the money
chefs and restaurants. around us and not only try and
we
get is also to get community
The campaign’s mission is capture people’s attention to get

navigators to do outreach [in religious institutions] and tell people
about their rights,” Salazar said.
Chefs Beverly Kim and Johnny
Clark of Avondale’s Parachute
restaurant said they are proud
supporters of Solidarity Soup and
will be making a vegetable Tom
Kha soup for the campaign. Kim,
the daughter of immigrants, said
Parachute would not be successful without its hard-working and
dedicated immigrant employees.
“They are part of the fabric of our
American culture and especially
being in the restaurant business,
we could not operate without
immigrants,” Kim said.
The chefs said seeing this
amount of diversity in the workforce and in society is what makes
America the freedom land that it is.
“We see the successes and the
pain that people go through—from
the richest to the poorest and most
poverty-stricken,” Clark said. “I
don’t know if every industry you
get to see [is] up close and personal.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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Professors talk ‘What Comes Next?’ in ‘Hamilton’s’ impact
The hourlong conversation
focused on how the musical can
be a gateway to learning about race,
GOLD COAST’S NEWBERRY Library
class and other historical issues
was bustling with a full crowd of that are easier to approach in the
all ages—some even arriving after wake of Lin-Manuel Miranda’s
the panel started—eager to hear a Broadway success.
discussion about the hit musical
“[The class] brings in students
“Hamilton’s” classroom influence. who might not be interested in
The panel, hosted Feb. 21 at legal studies per se, but [we can
60 W. Walton St., featured four get at] a bunch of interdisciplinNorthwestern University profes- ary topics through the musical,”
sors who teach courses inspired by Grisinger said.
the musical. Geraldo Cadava and
Nielsen, also a research proCailtin Fitz co-teach “Hamilton’s fessor at the American Bar
America,” exploring the musical’s Foundation, said she and Grisinger
cultural impact on history as well used their love for “Hamilton” to
as its accuracies and inaccuracies assess America’s values, such as
in Hamilton’s portrayal.
political representation, the voting
Professors Joanna Grisinger system and slavery.
and Laura Beth Nielsen co-teach
Fitz said teaching the class has
“Alexander Hamilton: Bullets, brought unexpected challenges
Banks and Broadway,” which and opportunities. Because more
examines legal issues in the musi- students are enrolling in the class
cal such as cabinet meetings, lit- with a notion of history from the
igation speeches, dueling culture musical, Fitz said she has had
and creating the constitution.
to defend history and paint a
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

more holistic picture not seen in
“Hamilton.”
“[The] dynamic in the classroom
[is] I feel like I am raining on everyone’s parade,” Fitz said. “They take
this class because they are excited
about ‘Hamilton,’ and then here I
am trying to constantly complicate that story.”
While the frequent fact checking may be draining, she said it is
also a great opportunity for starting a larger conversation about

American history and exploring
criticism of the musical’s accuracy
in portraying race and slavery.
“The multiracial casting conceals that if they were white actors
playing these founding fathers and
their wives, it would be a really
conservative story that defines
politics and early American history very narrowly,” Fitz said.
Cadava said his mission focuses
on Latin American history
within the U.S. He said the class
» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE

Northwestern University professors discussed the impact of “Hamilton” on classrooms and how it has challenged historians at a Newberry Library panel Feb. 21.

encourages students to think about
decisions Miranda made to tell the
story, like his choices of certain
events to highlight through song
and selection of themes that speak
to Latinos’ place in history.
“Ultimately, the musical is a
pretty optimistic representation
of what is possible for immigrants
and people of color in the United
States—hard work, perseverance, ambition, and you too can
become Secretary of the Treasury,”
Cadava said, agreeing with the
critical consensus that “Hamilton”
reflects Obama’s America.
Local rapper Rajiv Nathan, who
attended the panel and has seen
“Hamilton” three times, said the
event proved the musical’s relevance to using art to study history.
“The fact we have 100 people in
this room wanting to learn about a
college class—at a college we don’t
even attend—is pretty fascinating,” Nathan said. “Entertainment
seems to be the best gateway drug
to education.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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Chicago-based comic group remembers ‘Forgotten History’
she started the group in 2013 by
posting on Meetup.com looking
for locals to create comics with her.
“Many of the reasons I got
involved with this group were
because it didn’t focus on the
superhero stuff,” said Patrick
Cheng, an artist in Let’s Make
Comics and a 2006 Columbia art &
design alum. “I have a much higher
interest in alternate stories that
present a much different dynamic
than what is expected.”
The indie comics group meets
Let’s Make Comics, a Chicago-based comic collective, created its third anthology “Forgotten History” releasing in March.
twice a month in the South Loop
to work on comics and discuss new
were created by Chicago-based everyone to expand on the idea,” ideas for projects. The group came
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
collective Let’s Make Comics. said Melissa Sayen, founder of up with the idea of “Forgotten
The group created a Kickstarter Let’s Make Comics. “We ended History” by drawing from a hat,
SUPERHEROES, HORSES RIDING
page—running from January to up with a 40-60 split, the major- according to Sayen. She said the
humans and rabbits attacking February—to raise funds for the ity being fictional stories, but we team then split up in teams and
Napoleon all come alive in the printing costs and has already did have a couple of people that went to work.
Let’s Make Comics collection exceeded its $1,880 goal.
were super interested in telling
Kelly Miller, who contributed to
“Forgotten History.”
“I thought the idea of getting the actual history.”
the comic book, said she has seen a
The 48-page, black-and-white everybody to create actual history
This will be Let’s Make Comics’ dramatic change in comics within
comic anthology consists of 10 sto- would be a little too dry and a lit- third annual anthology after the last 10 years. Indie comics
ries that blend fact and fiction that tle too limiting, so I encouraged “Mars” and “Mystery.” Sayen said are becoming more popular, and
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
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people are more daring and willing
to create diverse comics geared
toward a wider range of interest,
she said.
“I wanted to get something different than what everybody else
did,” Miller said. “It wasn’t just a
repeat of something; it had its own
tune to it.”
The group will be presenting
the book at Chicago Zine Fest in
May, a celebration of small press
and independent publishers. Sayen
added that it is easier now to find
an audience than in the past;
because the internet and festivals,
comics have become more diverse
and more interesting.
“There are probably a lot of stories out there that didn’t get pushed
because people didn’t think that it
would sell,” Miller said. “But now
I feel like more people can have
their stories told and see that
wider range of interest.”
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com
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Roe v. Wade v. Trump
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he burst into tears and listened to
Beyoncé’s Lemonade to build up her
spirits. She was being compared to
serial killers like Charles Manson and
Ted Bundy. But women’s activist Whitney
Shields did not commit a crime; she received
an abortion.
“I know my truth and this is my story,”
Shields said. “I’m not going to feel ashamed
for making decisions that are healthy
for me.”
While in the African country Togo with
the Peace Corps, Shields became pregnant
but was unaware of it until she returned to
the U.S. in 2012. She was 23, had no financial stability, was reacclimating to the U.S.
and did not know where she was going next

in life. Shields knew she could not raise a
child at that point, so she made the choice
to have an abortion. Upon sharing her
story earlier this month on The Advocate
of New Orleans publication, she received
hateful comments from readers regarding
her decision.
“Abortion is very much a part of women’s health,” Shields said. “It is a fundamental right [for a woman] to look at her
life and reflect and say, ‘Does this make
sense, can I financially support [a child],
do I have the support to bring another child
into this world?’”
Shields is one of many women who have
been able to get a safe and secure abortion
because of Roe v. Wade (1973), the Supreme

Court decision that gave women the right
to have the procedure. However, in the
wake of a new presidential administration
and political landscape, the future of this
landmark decision hangs in the balance.
Not everyone believes a woman has the
right to have an abortion, and the issue
was prominent once again during the 2016
presidential election.
Now President Donald Trump and Vice
President Mike Pence, both vocal in their
opposition, are in office. Pence has been
a longstanding opponent of abortion and
the protection of women’s reproductive
rights, voting in favor of multiple anti-abortion bills as governor of Indiana, such as
House Bill 1337, which prohibits women

from receiving an abortion if they are
seeking the surgery for reasons other than
medical complications.
Other opposition includes Regina
D’Amico, spokeswoman for the Illinois
Right to Life nonprofit, who said bills coming to the Illinois General Assembly in
favor of upholding Roe are extreme and out
of touch. D’Amico seeks to educate people
on the science, beauty and value of human
life. Unless in cases of rape, incest and
the safety of the life of the mother, federal
funds should not pay for these procedures,
she added.
“We would like to see there be a turn
in the way we support women because
abortions are not empowering to women,”

FEATURE
D’Amico said. “What we would like to see
is a shift from that to helping women make
the choice of choosing life.”
The possibility of Roe being overturned
during the Trump administration is the
result of one vacancy on the Supreme Court
and possibly more to come, given the ages
of some of the justices.
The road getting to the decision from
Roe was a turbulent one. A woman under
the alias Jane Roe, later named as Norma
McCorvey, was denied an abortion because
of a previous Texas statute that made the
process illegal, except in instances of rape,
incest or danger. The court found a right
to privacy existing in a “penumbra of
rights” emanating from the First, Fourth,
Fifth, Ninth and Fourteenth amendments.
Because of the existence of these rights,
the court was able to legalize abortion in a
decision that gave women an absolute right
to terminate a pregnancy during their first
trimester, the state was granted the power
to regulate abortion during the second trimester, and abortion was banned in almost
all cases in the third trimester.
State legislatures have been chipping
away at the ruling ever since with measures such as requiring parental consent
for minors, mandatory ultrasounds prior
to abortion or forcing women to undergo
lectures or a waiting period. In the Supreme
Court decision that gave them the power
to do so—Planned Parenthood v. Casey
(1992)—the court maintained that states
are permitted to discourage abortion as
long as their laws do not constitute an
“undue burden.”
“Undue burden” in this case is defined as
“placing a substantial obstacle in the path
of a woman seeking an abortion before
the fetus has become viable.” In Casey, the
court found that requiring women to notify
their husbands before having abortions met
this standard.
Most recently, Whole Woman’s Health v.
Hellerstedt (2016) found that requiring physicians who performed abortions to have
hospital privileges was an undue burden.
Noted Constitutional scholar Geoffrey
Stone, an Edward H. Levi Distinguished
Service Professor at the University of
Chicago, cited this case
as evidence that a majority of justices are unwilling to allow unreasonable
restrictions to be imposed
on women to curtail
abortion rights.
“[The Supreme Court]
struck down [Hellerstedt],
so that sets a pretty clear
line that if a law does in
fact make it appreciably

more difficult for women to have access
to abortion and doesn’t serve important
governmental interest, this court will not
allow it,” Stone said.
Judith Arcana, an activist who helped
women obtain safe abortions in the days
before Roe, has witnessed the case’s trepidation over the years and has been dismayed
by how it has been eviscerated over time.
“Even though Roe v. Wade is still on the
books, almost everywhere in this country,
access to abortion healthcare and even
contraception is seriously compromised,”
she said.
Now a Seattle-based writer, she was
a member of the Chicago Women’s
Liberation Union’s Jane Clinic in the early
‘70s, which arranged abortions for local
women. The procedures were performed
in a selection of apartments, and Jane operated without incident for about four years.
“You want [an abortion], we found a way
we can do it, you want to work with us,
we want to do it with you,” Arcana said.
Along with the infringement of rights
by the state legislatures, Congress has
attempted to limit abortion rights through
legislation such as the Hyde Amendment.
Passed in 1976, the law barred the use of
certain federal funds to pay for abortion,
except to save the life of the woman or if
the pregnancy was caused by incest or rape
and left the decision of funding abortion
to the states.
“[With] the Hyde Amendment, poor
women could not use their medical care
for abortion,” Arcana said. “Right away,
the Roe decision was dealt a body blow in
a very heavy way.”
D’Amico said Trump has the most
anti-abortion platform in the history of U.S.
presidents, and she sees a brighter future
for the anti-abortion movement because of
the new federal administration. She added
that an Illinois anti-abortion bill to watch
is House Bill 282, which would prohibit
women from receiving an abortion if they
are seeking the surgery because of the race,
color, national origin, ancestry, sex of the
fetus or a diagnosis of a disability.
“Trump has made several promises to
the pro-life movement and among those

promises has been the nomination of the
pro-life Supreme Court justice,” D’Amico
said. “It’s really encouraging moving on
forward for the pro-life movement.”
Right now, the court has a conservative
majority of five justices, with four liberal
justices in the minority; however, conservative Justice Anthony Kennedy has voted
with liberals on a number of occasions,
including Hellerstedt.
According to Stone, it will take the nomination of one more justice in addition to
Trump’s nomination, Neil Gorsuch, to
overrule Roe. The most likely prospects
to retire are the three eldest justices—
Kennedy or liberals Ruth Bader Ginsberg
and Stephen Breyer—and the probability
is they will be replaced with conservatives
eager to overrule Roe, he said.
“It is reasonable to assume that Roe will
continue to remain a right,” Stone said.
“The states and the federal government will
try and restrict it, but for the most part, the
court will resist those further restrictions.”
Should this happen, the decision to legalize abortion would be made state by state,
Stone said.
In opposition to the anti-abortion
bills, House Bill 40 has been introduced
in Illinois, which removes a section of
Illinois’ abortion law that denies insurance
coverage for abortion to women who
depend on Medicaid and State Employee
Health Insurance, said Brigid Leahy,
director of Public Policy for Planned
Parenthood Illinois.
HB40 would repeal the state trigger law,
which was part of the Illinois Abortion
Law of 1975, which states if Roe is overturned, Illinois would revert back to past
laws and abortion would be criminalized,
Leahy said.
“If we are able to [pass HB40] and Roe is
overturned, we will likely see women from
other states traveling to Illinois to receive
services,” Leahy said. “Illinois might be
a distance for them; it is easier for them
to travel than it is to obtain an abortion in
their own state.”
Overturning this case would increase
the stigma around women’s healthcare,
Arcana said. She said she doesn’t think

another underground network similar to
Jane will reoccur, but overturning the case
will allow state legislatures to deliberately
excise women’s healthcare, particularly
reproductive rights.
“Many people, anyone from members
of police departments to criminal underground abortionists and people who [perform abortions] only for money would be
activated in terrifying and ugly ways,”
Arcana said.
Lorie Chaiten, director of the Women’s
Reproductive Rights Project for the
American Civil Liberties Union of
Illinois, said one of the main groups to
be affected if Roe was to be overturned
is lower-income women who already
have limited access to reproductive
healthcare because of economic and
geographic reasons.
If the case were to be overturned, it is
likely that women would have to travel
to different states to receive proper care,
Leahy said. This presents more obstacles
to low-income women who would have to
obtain the finances and resources to travel,
but it may be their only option to receive
proper care, she added.
“We know that only through the ability to control their reproductive lives can
women hope to play an equal role in the
social, economic and professional fabric
of our country,” Chaiten said.
Arcana said she can see the stigma
around abortion being changed by deliberate conversation. The key is to educate
people around through discussing abortion, contraception, maternity and women’s bodies, she added.
“I want us to be prepared whether we
are talking to reporter and actually talk
about what it means in our lives to discuss things like morality and decision
making around motherhood,” Arcana
said. “I want women to talk about stuff
that’s scary.”
Society tends to paint a picture of women
feeling regret and sadness, but Shields
said she has shared her story to remove
the stigma of abortion and normalize
the procedure. The negative opinions of
abortion is thriving because of perceptions created by people who have never
received abortions,
she added.
“It doesn’t define
me; it’s something
that has happened,
and I don’t regret it,”
Shields said.

Even though Roe v. Wade is still on the books, almost everywhere in
this country, access to abortion healthcare and even contraception is
seriously compromised
—Judith Arcana, women’s right activist
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portray developed and complito create a multi-dimensional
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their relationships, and hope their
heartfelt and dramatic anecdotes
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almost
every
son
or
daughthey soon realized they all had
something in common: complex ter has to deal and also provides a
relationships with their moth- perfect opportunity to impersoners. For the next two years, they ate their mothers, Johnston said.
“We wanted to make our mothers
bonded and brainstormed ideas
as
human as possible and not some
for what became “I Love You, But
kinds
of monsters,” she added.
I Don’t Like You.” Their aim was
» TAYLOR HENTRUP
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

» COURTESY iO CHICAGO
The cast and writers of iO’s weekly show “I Love You, But I Don’t Like You” use
comedy to express their relationships with their mothers while sharing laughs.

cated characters, the cast members said they are uncomfortable
with their families seeing the show
and potentially seeing their likeness portrayed.
“I’ve actually blocked my mother,
my father and the friend I talk
about in the show on Facebook,”
Johnston said.
Winkworth said she thinks her
mother has found out about the
show, but that she just thinks it is
about her teenage years.
The performances also show a
sense of self-awareness from the
cast and consider both sides of
the story—nagging mothers and
rebellious teenagers—which could
help people to understand their
own position.
“The more people say out loud
the stuff they have gone through,
the less people will feel alone,”
Winkworth said. “In my ideal
world, a girl will walk in and feel
less alone in the world.”
chronicle@colum.edu
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O MY GODZILLA by James Firkins
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A

lex Seaver—producer, songwriter
and vocalist in MAKO—did not
always want to pursue electronic
music. After graduating from Juilliard
with a degree in classical music in 2011,
Seaver decided to pack his bags and move
to Los Angeles, to pursue a career in film
composing.
There, Seaver met the other half of MAKO,
Logan Light, who was already on his way to
becoming a DJ and introduced Seaver to
electronic music. The two friends decided
to submit a song to a Fruit Of The Loom
commercial contest for the 2012 London
Olympics and won. When asked for their
name, they quickly came up with MAKO
and have stuck with it ever since.
The Los Angeles-based electronic
duo has performed at major music festivals such as Lollapolooza, Coachella and
TomorrowWorld. They also worked with top
artists such as Avicii, Madison Beer and Rat
City. Their first release, “Beam” has more
than 25 million online views and SiriusXM
anointed them as “The Next Big Thing.”
MAKO is scheduled to perform at
Subterranean, 2011 W. North Ave., on March
17 during their “Run For Your Life” Tour.

MAKO ‘Runs for Their Lives’ to Chicago
The Chronicle spoke with Seaver about his
career, film composing and MAKO’s rise
to fame.
THE CHRONICLE: Why did you decide
on MAKO as a name?
ALEX SEAVER: The name comes from
Light’s childhood. It is actually from a video
game called “Final Fantasy” that he loved
as a kid and still loves as an adult. It sort of
means magical light. I didn’t know what it
was; I just thought aesthetically it sounded
nice and it worked.

I would be doing pop or contemporary music Are you still composing for films?
back when I was in school, and if I would’ve I have been working with this video game
known what I would be up to now, I’d be really called “League of Legends” for a year and a
shocked. It’s a whole experience of getting to half now. It is one of my favorite things that
know fans coming to see you and singing your has come out of having MAKO. A lot of those
songs, seeing your songs get placed in film guys listened to MAKO and reached out and
and TV. It is really an amazing experience. brought me on board. Every chance I get, I
I am not really trying to make the most will work with them.
popular and famous songs as fast as possible.
I just really love the slow progression from Read the full Q&A at columbiachronicle.com
“Beam” to now.
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

Electronic duo MAKO is scheduled
to perform at Subterranean, 2011 W.
North Ave., on March 17.

What is your creative process like?
A lot of the time, I don’t start anything until I
have an idea for a song, so it really has to start
from a storytelling verse. I love when it stems
from real life or experience or memories. As
soon as I come up with an idea that feels like
it’s ripe enough to sing a whole song about, I
will just write it over a piano or guitar— very
minimal. If the mechanics work and everything is there, then I usually produce it up
and that can go a lot of different directions.
Some are very cinematic and some are pop
and dance.
What has the success been like from the
first release, “Beam,” to now?
It’s been an amazing journey. I never thought

» Courtesy ANDREA FAULK

Going to the movies...
» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT

» ZOË HAWORTH
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Mumm-ra

“Young and Beautiful”

“New Slang”

The Shins

“One Last Night”

“Pretty In Pink”
“FNT”
“Between The Bars”

The Psychedelic Furs
Semisonic
Elliot Smith

» CHARLIE CONNELLY

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
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“She’s Got You High”

Staff Playlist
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Lana Del Rey
Vaults

“The Time Of My Life”
“Night Fever”

Bill Medley
Bee Gees

“Summer Nights”

John Travolta

“Binary Sunset”

John Williams
Hans Zimmer

“Search Party”

Sam Bruno

“You’re the One That
I Want”

John Travolta

“Cornfield Chase”

“My Heart Will Go On”

Celine Dion

“Don’t You
(Forget About Me)”

Simple Minds

“Be Our Guest”

“Runnin’”

Pharrell Williams

“Let’s Go Crazy”

Prince

“You’ll Be In My Heart”

Angela Lansbury
Phil Collins
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WHERE DO YOU SHOP FOR
AFFORDABLE SPRING FASHION?

Rachel Miller
senior business &
entrepreneurship major

“Unique—No fast fashion.”

“Online— ASOS.”

ARE YOU TIRED OF YOUR ROOMMATES?
RENT OUT SOUTH
LOOP CLUBHOUSE!
STUDIOS STARTING AT $900/MONTH
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT

CONGRESS

HARRISON
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MICHIGAN

WABASH

STATE

clubhousestudios@comcast.net

Emily Schexnayder
junior business &
entrepreneurship major
“Unique on Elston.”

Derek Roach
senior audio arts & acoustics major

BALBO

» PHOTOS G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

chicagoclubhousestudios.com
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WITH MIDTERMS COMING up, nothing is better than a comforting

CUBAN FETTUCINE ALFREDO

meal. This tasty Cuban-inspired pasta dish fits the bill: Not
only is it easy and inexpensive to make, but its bright colors
will make it a hit on Instagram.
bpawlingstennett@chroniclemail.com

INGREDIENTS:
1 package Sazón Goya seasoning
2 teaspoons Goya Adobo seasoning
1 box Pasta Roni Fettucine Alfredo
2 green onion sprigs
1/2 red bell pepper
1/2 green bell pepper
1/3 onion
1/3 cup milk
1 cup shredded Mexican style cheddar cheese
DIRECTIONS:
1. Thinly slice bell pepper and
onion, add to 1 1/4 cup water.
2. Dice one green onion sprig,
add to water.
3. Let vegetables boil in water,
then add one package of Sazón
Goya seasoning.
4. Add pasta noodles and cook.
5. Drain half of water, add 1/3
cup milk to thicken.

6. Add 2 teaspoons Goya Adobo
seasoning, package of seasoning from Pasta Roni box.
7. Once the pasta sauce has
thickened, add 1 cup grated
Mexican-style cheddar cheese.
8. Add chopped green onion
for garnish.
» ZOË HAWORTH AND KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.

Use code CHRIS551934

for up to $50 in free ride credit.
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Video: “Gordon
Ramsay’s Pork
Butt Sliders”
The Daytona 500 just happened,
but that doesn’t mean you can’t still
cook these amazing pork butt sliders, as shown by Gordon Ramsey in
this seven-minute video. A minute
and a half in and the sizzling will
have you wanting to give it a go. As
Ramsey says, “Get your hands in
there and start rubbing.”

Blog:“Everything
Harry Potter”
Are you a Potter fan? Are you
obsessed with all things Hogwarts?
Are you tired of living among Muggles? Look no further than “Everything Harry Potter” on tumblr! This
blog is dedicated to anything found
within the HP universe. Whether
it’s about the books, movies, characters or the actors, it’s here. Enjoy
fan-made drawings, fun facts, character bios, quotes and more!
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Y.A. BOOKS TO READ
THIS SPRING

REASONS TO GO
TO COSTCO

CUSTOMS UNIONS

» BROOKE PAWLING
OPINIONS EDITOR

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» ETHAN STOCKING-ANDERSON
OPERATIONS COORDINATOR

“Anna and the French Kiss” by
Stephanie Perkins:

Free samples:

CARICOM:

The name may be cheesy and the plot
cliché, but the way Perkins writes about
Paris is riveting. Not to mention the love
story between Anna and St. Clair is just
as lovely as the Eiffel Tower itself.

There is no limit to the number of samples you can grab. You can eat a whole
meal starting with appetizers in the
snack aisles, proceeding to the freezers
for your entree, then the bakery section
for dessert. A pro tip: circle around for
seconds or thirds.

Having a customs union sure can come
in handy when countries choose to
pool their resources in order to punch
above their individual weights in the
global arena. The Caribbean Community is an excellent example of this.

“Aristotle and Dante Discover the
Secrets of the Universe” by Benjamin
Alire Sáenz:

Everything is in bulk:

Not only is this a LGBT friendship-turned-lovers novel featuring people of color, but it is a beautiful comingof-age story that gives readers a reprieve
from the stresses of life. It is full of engaging storytelling and lush settings.
“Carry On” by Rainbow Rowell:

Where else you can buy three pounds of
tortilla chips and a seven-pound chocolate cake? The store even has an assortment of eight-foot-tall teddy bears for
when you need a friend or want to say
sorry to your significant other.
Best date spot:

EAC:
The customs union is just one step in
the quest for economic integration,
but the East African Community appears at least notionally interested in
bold and brazen federalism. An East
African Federation would contain the
second largest population and the fifth
largest economy on the continent!

If you don’t believe me, “The Bachelor’s”
Chris Soules brought a contestant to
Costco as a date. They even showed up in
a limo. The food court is perfect for budget romance. Also, you can stroll up and
down the aisles searching for perfect set
of pots and pans to buy together.

MERCOSUR:

“History Is All You Left Me” by Adam
Silvera:

Biggest pizzas:

SICA:

Griffith has just learned his first love and
ex-boyfriend has died after moving on
to date someone else. However, Griffith
and his ex’s boyfriend forge a friendship
through grief and help each other move
on. Don’t read if you don’t like angst.

They are not the best pizzas, but they are
the biggest. No matter how hard I try, the
18-inch pizza never makes it home without missing a few slices. Some stores
even have a pizza hotline because there
is such a high demand.

The Central American Integration
System serves as a sort of successor
to the long defunct United Provinces
of Central America. Guatemala, Honduras, El Salvador and Nicaragua have
even instituted visa-free travel.

“Saint Anything” by Sarah Dessen:

Hot dads:

ECOWAS:

The main character, Sydney, is looking
for her place in the world. She meets
Mac, who challenges the roles of masculinity in subtle ways like being self-conscious of his weight, but Dessen never
makes the story unbelievable.

It doesn’t take much browsing before
spotting a hunky Costco dad. Usually,
they are found in the entertainment department looking for the newest and fanciest TV, while also sporting the latest
Kirkland fashions.

The Economic Community of West
African States pursues regional economic stability, as well as humanitarian efforts. An ECOWAS coalition enforced a peaceful transition of power in
Gambia earlier this year.

Rowell’s 2013 “Fangirl” followed a young
girl as she moved on from writing fan
fiction. “Carry On” is the fan fiction she
mentions in the earlier novel and is full
of vampires, wizards and plot twists.
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In the spirit of revolutionary Simon
Bolivar, the Common Market of South
America together with the Andean
Community seek to bring about South
American unity by way of loosening
barriers to the freedom of movement.
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RANDOM

WHITNEY SPOTIFY
SINGLES

‘TREAT YO’ SELF’

INSTAGRAM
UPDATE

HBO’S ‘CRASHING’

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

» ARABELLA BRECK
MANAGING EDITOR

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» NOAH KELLY
MARKETING CONSULTANT

If you are annoyed by people on Instagram who post several photos at once,
you may appreciate the company’s Feb.
21 update. Previously only advertisers
were allowed to post multiple photos at
once, but now so can users. This update,
perfect for sharing a photo project, allows 10 photos to be uploaded per post
and are displayed in a carousel-style gallery for followers to swipe through.

After Pete Holmes’ talk show flopped,
Holmes returned to the small screen
with the Feb. 19 premiere of his HBO
show “Crashing.” The show is loosely
based on his divorce as the main character rooms with different people and tries
to find his place in the comedy scene. The
premiere was honest and left me excited
to see who Holmes crashes with next after Artie Lange in episode one.

The Chicago band Whitney graced Spotify Feb. 22 with two songs recorded in
Spotify’s New York studio. The band covered Bob Dylan’s “Tonight I’ll Be Staying
Here With You” and a live version of its
song “The Falls.” Even though it was only
two songs, it was a nice treat, especially
because Whitney hasn’t released music
since its album Light Upon the Lake in
June 2016.

Thanks to “Parks and Recreation,” everyone is throwing around the phrase
“treat yo’ self.” Young adults use it
as an excuse to spend an excessive
amount of money on food and drinks
that they don’t need. It may be one of
the most dangerous phrases in the English language, but hey, at least they got
themselves that unnecessary coffee
before class.

APP

BLIN.GY APP

SCREEN

AMAZON PRIME’S
‘THE TICK’

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» JAMES FIRKINS
COPY EDITOR

Who doesn’t want to dance with Drake
to “Hotline Bling” or groove with Ariana Grande to “Side To Side”? The app
Blin.gy, released Feb. 16, allows users
to superimpose themselves into music
videos. The videos are 15-seconds long,
and you can share them on social media. As fun as the app may seem, there
are a lot of glitches, especially if you record the video in bad lighting or against
a weird backdrop.

Now that Amazon announced it will be
producing a live action version of the ‘80s
cartoon classic “The Tick” sometime in
2017, it’s time to rewatch the pilot already
on Amazon Prime. The show is about an
accountant with zero powers who tries
uncovering a conspiracy. The Tick then
steals the show even though he is suppose
to be in a supporting role. Even though
Amazon hasn’t announced a release date
for the whole series, anticipation is build-

MUSIC

RANDOM

ANIMAL
COLLECTIVE’S THE
PAINTERS EP

BREAKFAST FOR
DINNER

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA
GRAPHIC DESIGNER

» CHARLIE CONNELLY
AD & BUSINESS MANAGER

The four songs on the Feb. 17-released
EP are bright, colorful and explosive,
just as Animal Collective’s work tends
to be. Actually, last year’s album Painting With, with its similar name, was released around the same time last year.
Even though The Painters does not take
any bold leaps away from the band’s traditional sound and style, it is definitely a great release for long-time fans of
the group.

Restricting the beauty and deliciousness of bacon and eggs to one designated meal time is a travesty—plain
and simple. Some may view it as a
last resort, but whenever I can get my
hands on some “brinner,” I consider
the entire day a success. I really don’t
understand what the fuss is all about.
McDonalds gets it. I get it. It’s about
time everyone else embraces on the
“brinner” bandwagon.
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Mentally ill may be able to
purchase guns, Congress’
hypocrisy can’t continue

C

ongress provided its fair share
of triumphs for the Republican
Party since Donald Trump
became president, but a recent takedown
of a sensible rule enforced by the Obama
Administration is a win for no one.
The Senate voted 57-43 on Feb. 15 to
nix a regulation that requires the Social
Security Administration to report to the

FBI people who have a documented mental
health condition and receive disability
benefits so it will show up in background
checks if they attempt to buy a firearm.
The rule—which was issued in 2016
four years after the Sandy Hook shooting
that killed 26 people, predominantly
children between six and seven years
old—is designed to stop people with

Being inconsistent with a heavily discussed topic such as gun control with no
replacement law is reminiscent of the
executive order to repeal the Affordable
Care Act.

Rauner, it’s time to get
confrontational about
ACA repeal

I

n a Feb. 13 letter, U.S. Rep. Jan Schakowsky led Democratic senators in the
Illinois House of Representatives to
urge Gov. Bruce Rauner to fight the repeal
of Obama’s Affordable Care Act, an item
high on President Donald Trump’s agenda.
Trump began the task on Jan. 20, by
signing an executive order requiring
federal agencies to minimize “burdens”
imposed by the ACA was although
no immediate plan to deal with the
effects was offered, according to a
Jan. 20 Washington Post article.

In the letter, senators pointed to the
detrimental effects the complete repeal
of the ACA would have on the 1.2 million
people in the state who receive care
through the act, as well as on the state
economy, including the loss of 95,000
jobs and $13.1 billion in economic activity.
The letter cites the improvement in the
uninsured rate of Illinois—7.1 percent—
compared to 12.7 percent before the ACA
took effect. The repeal would also lead
to extreme losses in insurance coverage
and reduced funding for essential pro-

severe mental illnesses from buying
guns. Yale University’s Child Study
Center observed the Sandy Hook shooter
when he was in ninth grade and called
for drastic measures to help him prior to
the tragedy after examinations showed
that he suffered from psychiatric and
physical ailments like anxiety and obsessive-compulsive disorder, according to a
Nov. 21, 2014 New York Times article.
The National Rifle Association has kept
up a mantra of “Guns don’t kill people,
people kill people” for decades, which,
while true in a very loose sense, shows that
revoking this rule is hypocritical because
it is allowing mentally ill people access to
weapons that can potentially cause fatal
harm. Being inconsistent with a heavily
discussed topic such as gun control with
no replacement law is reminiscent of the
executive order to repeal the Affordable
Care Act. Both are beneficial to society but
are fearfully being pushed out the door.
However, like the ACA, there are
legitimate issues with this legislation that should be addressed.
The NRA was not the only organization that criticized this legislation. The
American Civil Liberties Union, the
Autistic Self Advocacy Network and

National Disability Leadership Alliance
all spoke out against the legislation
when it was first introduced in 2013,
according to a Feb. 6 Vox article.
The concerns with the legislation
stemmed from the fact that it would
require the National Instant Criminal
Background Check System to provide
names of all beneficiaries receiving disability payments because of a documented
mental illness including dementia, autism
and agoraphobia, according to the article.
Advocacy groups are concerned that
using disability payments as a way to
classify people who should not own guns
opens the door to denying people basic
rights because they receive government
aid, according to the Vox article.
People with documented mental illnesses already face discrimination and it
is obvious this legislation painted these
people with a broad brush, but that does
not mean there should not be regulations
on who can and cannot purchase guns.
When Trump signs the law it will
be even more clear that he is unable
to recognize that eliminating important legislations could have longterm,
detrimental effects on the American
people and the future of the country.
editorial

viders including Illinois’ hospital system
and limit access to critical healthcare
services, according to the letter.
Rauner recently told members of the
Daily Herald Editorial Board that he
planned to urge Trump to reconsider the
repeal, which, if implemented, would put
Illinois in a “very tough dynamic,” according to a Feb. 2 Daily Herald article. The
Democrats’ letter cited these comments,
saying representatives appreciated
Rauner’s recognition that repealing
ACA would harm the state of Illinois.
Though Rauner is taking a step forward—unlike other Republican leaders—
The Chronicle implores him to do whatever is necessary so that ACA-insured
Illinoisans continue to have access to
healthcare. Illinois citizens and senators
are fearful of what the future could look
like without ACA, as shown in the letter,
and Rauner must recognize those fears.

Rauner should not look at the ACA
as a partisan issue, but rather as an
important asset to the state that he
helps run. If Rauner wants to get
re-elected, he needs to prove that he
will choose his state over his party.
Rauner made promises on the campaign trail such as lowering the state
income tax from five percent to 3.75
that has only just been fulfilled.
His inability to negotiate with the opposition has left the state without a comprehensive budget or healthy working relationships between parties, but with this
ominous threat looming over ACA-insured Illinoisans, he must produce results.
As a leader, his voice rallying against
the repeal could ignite other Republican governors to take the same stance
nationally. If there was ever a time to
stand up and make sure the voices of
his constituents are heard, it is now.
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Next up: A
Day Without
Decency
» arabella breck

MANAGING EDITOR

T

he nationwide A Day Without
Immigrants on Feb. 16 was a
model of how to organize a protest; it had a direct connection between

the medium of demonstration and what
protesters were standing up against.
President Donald Trump has threatened the safety of immigrants in the
U.S. through his rhetoric and policies.
To make themselves visible, immigrants
showed what it would be like if they
were removed from the country. They
chose to skip work, school or spending
money and by attending rallies.
The next mass protest in the long line
since Trump’s inauguration is being organized by the people behind the Women’s
March and is set to take place March
8 in conjunction with International
Women’s Day, according to the Women’s
March website. This protest is being
called A Day Without A Woman.
Unfortunately, this protest does not
carry the same authenticity as the A
Day Without Immigrants protest.
Trump has made blatant sexist
remarks and men outnumber women
among Trump’s top White House aides at
more than 2-to-1, as reported Feb. 20 by
USA Today, but he has not introduced any
policy ideas that would exclude women
from the workplace, school or the country
in the same way he has with immigrants.

student poll

The Women’s March stated on its
website that there will be updates in the
coming weeks, but what it says as of press
time is fairly general and unrelated to the
premise of A Day Without Immigrants.
While A Day Without Immigrants was
named and organized around a real issue,
A Day Without A Woman is not. A Day
Without Immigrants was successful
because it was intentional and focused
in its premise and organization.
A Day Without A Woman’s use of
the name cheapens the effect of A Day
Without Immigrants. If every group
or ideal under Trump’s attack in some
way is going to have a day, then people
might as well start organizing a day
without decency and logic as well.
A Day Without A Woman is calling for
people to “act together creatively to withdraw from the corporations that harm us
and find ways to support the businesses,
organizations and communities that
sustain us,” and “stand up for economic
justice, affirmatively building community, and supporting local, womenand minority-owned businesses.”
Economic equality and justice and
support for ethical businesses are valid

causes that are worthy of organized
protest. However, these issues and the
suggested medium of protest has little
to do with A Day Without Immigrants.
The organizers of A Day Without A
Woman should also consider the negative
effects that A Day Without Immigrants
had as they plan this upcoming protest.
While some employers supported the protest, there are reports that some workers
were fired, according to a Feb. 21 article
from The Atlantic. It is important to learn
from the organizing techniques of others,
not just copy them, especially if the techniques had unintended consequences.
The movement for equality for women
and the movement for immigrant rights
should not be separate movements.
Intersectionality is one of the most
important aspects of organizing a
resistance against Trump and his new
policies that could harm the most vulnerable populations in this country.
However, different organizing groups
need to learn how to organize in an
inclusive way that does not devalue
one cause for the sake of another.
abreck@chroniclemail.com

editorial cartoon

What do you think about
Trump withdrawing guidelines
for federal protection of
transgender students?
anne eck

sophomore art &
art history major

“It says a lot about how society [doesn’t]
want them to be seen or heard. They
should be able to use the bathroom when
they want to.”
richard yepez

junior audio arts &
acoustics major

“Trump is ignorant. I don’t know why
it’s such an issue. Let them be.”
piper mandle

freshman cinema art
and science major

“If it’s going to get better, it’s going to
get better. [The decision] will not stop
people from trying to change things. ”

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE
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Cure violence works to cease violence in Chicago. » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

City youth caught in the crossfire,
bear scars of gun violence
METRO REPORTER

A LACK OF counseling for children who
have experienced trauma can cause them
to become “numb to their emotions,” said
Waldo Johnson, a professor in the School
of Social Service Administration at the
University of Chicago.
This February has seen a rise in crime in
South and West side communities, including the deaths of multiple children—the
youngest being a 2-year-old—as homicide
statistics continue to rise in the city, following a year that experienced 762 murders.
With seven homicides, Feb. 22 became
the deadliest day of 2017, prompting experts
to agree that more needs to be done to head
the trauma of city youth.
“You can’t arrest homelessness away,”
said Dexter Voisin, another professor in the
School of Social Service Administration at
the University of Chicago. “You can’t arrest

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

lack of opportunity away. Policing is not
going to solve this problem by itself.”
According to Voisin, the Center for
Disease Control and Prevention—the federal agency responsible for public health—
predicted that every homicide in Chicago
affects 120 community members. The

You can’t tell a kid, ‘Don’t join a gang,’
if you don’t give them an alternative,
viable opportunity.
effects include post-traumatic stress disorder, depression and anxiety in the friends
and family of those killed.
Voisin said damage is seen in children
who witness a homicide or know the victims, and is directly linked to low school
attendance records, unsatisfactory school

INFORMATION COURTESY OF CHICAGO TRIBUNE

» CAROLINE BOWEN

violence instances have dealt with juveniles
as the ones pulling the trigger, he added.
“We have to think of those individuals as
being lost,” Johnson said. “To be engaged
in this kind of behavior certainly suggests
that something, with respect to their own
lives, have gone awry.”
performance and high dropout rates.
Johnson and others are concerned about
Dropping out increases the juvenile’s like- the nearly two-year state budget impasse,
lihood of becoming involved in organized which has created funding problems for
crime, he added.
child services in schools and hospitals that
“Often, school counselors will be rushed in, address emotional behavior following a
and help will be given to those kids,” Voisin traumatic experience.
said. “The reality is when you have schools
“The programs and the services designed
to address these very concerns are either
at great risk of being reduced or of closing
down in the communities where they are
needed most,” Johnson said.
Andy Wheeler, a support coordinator at
John H. Stroger Jr. Hospital, 1969 Ogden
Ave., said he works with a program called
Hurt People Chicago.
DEXTER VOISIN Healing
The program pairs children with a trauma
with homicide [victims] or murders in com- intervention specialist, who builds a relamunities, those kids have been experiencing tionship with them and encourages them
ongoing violence often on a daily basis.”
to open up. Specialists follow up with their
Constant exposure to violence could patients for six months to a year after a
cause youth to worry about their own safety, trauma incident, to assure they are feeling
Johnson said, and cause them to acquire safe in their school, according to Wheeler.
a weapon. The most recent community
“Right now, we have such a large caseload
and such a long waiting list that
we have to prioritize those who
have been direct victims of
community violence,” Wheeler
said. “Anybody dealing with
community violence could
always use more resources.”
Mayor Rahm Emanuel is
currently directing more
funds toward after-school
and youth-mentor programs,
such as Becoming a Man and
Working on Womanhood, both
mentoring programs for youth
in at-risk neighborhoods, as
reported on Sept. 26, 2016 by
The Chronicle
Voisin said city officials
should be looking at long-term
investments similar to what
New York City and Washington
D.C. did to combat youth violence and homicides—specifically investing in jobs for
youth, as well as mentorship
programs.
“You can’t tell a kid, ‘Don’t join
a gang,’ if you don’t give them an
alternative, viable opportunity,”
Voisin said.
cbowen@chroniclemail.com
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Hijab is not a symbol of misogyny
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n a recent trip to Iran to negotiate economic deals, 11 Swedish
female politicians, including
Trade Minister Ann Linde, wore hijabs.
The Washington Post, U.N. Watch and
the International Business Times were
among the multitude of publications
that attacked Linde's hijab in reports
and commentaries, saying that by doing
this, Linde and Swedish government in
general had betrayed Iranian women and
feminist values.
Interpreting the donning of a hijab in
this way is thinly veiled propagation of a
Eurocentric and misogynistic perspective on the Islamic world. In the western
world, the hijab has become a colloquial
symbol of oppression, essentially the
antithesis of feminism. However, many
Muslim women view the hijab as empowering when they choose to wear it.
"The hijab has liberated me from society's expectation of women," "My hijab
doesn't oppress me, it empowers me,"
and "My personal decision to wear the
hijab has nothing to do with me being
oppressed," are just a few headlines of
commentaries from Muslim women
about their choice to wear hijabs.
The empowerment of the hijab comes
from being able to choose to wear it. The
law in Iran does dictate what is and what
is not appropriate for women to wear
when they go out in public, and while the
law is oppressive, the hijab itself is not.
Linde wearing a hijab was not, as some
suggested, a betrayal of feminist values.
Linde's reasons for wearing the hijab
could be interpreted in a number of ways,
but the attention to what she and the
other female leaders were wearing in the
first place is unnecessary. She was there
to do a job—an important one, at that—
and her attire has nothing to do with the
work she was there to do. Too often what
women wear is given more attention than
what they do.
Instead of attacking the hijab with
hypervigilance, women's rights activists' from other countries that want
to improve the lives of Iranian women
should focus on other oppressive laws
that limit women's rights.

Iranian women still face legal barriers when it comes to inheritance
and ownership of property, custody of
children, serving in government and
the judiciary, and educational opportunities, according to a March 8, 2013,
report from the Iran Human Rights
Documentation Center.
While the focus of those fighting for
equality should be on the aforementioned laws, that does not mean laws
like the one in Iran regarding women's
attire should be completely ignored.
The law regulating the attire of
women in Iran should be abolished so
women are free to wear the hijab and
dress modestly or not, but this should
not be considered the most important
fight or issue for women's rights and
human rights in Iran and other countries with similar issues.
Stigmatizing the hijab and making it
a symbol of oppression and misogyny
does very little to help Muslim women
in Middle Eastern countries, but it also
does not help Muslim women in the
rest of the world.
Many Muslim women in the U.S.
who are not subject to laws like the
ones in Iran still choose to wear the
hijab, but because of the perception of
the hijab in western culture, they may
be judged.
Islamophobia is an extremely prevalent issue in the U.S. and around the
world, and misrepresenting and perpetuating a misunderstanding of the
Islamic world does nothing but harm.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Mayor Rahm Emanuel, pictured here at a City Council meeting Feb. 22, has yet to
introduce a plan to implement the recent Department of Justice recommendations.
» ERIC BRADACH
METRO EDITOR
AFTER MORE THAN a month since
the U.S. Department of Justice
released its report on the Chicago Police Department and a new
administration has taken office
in Washington D.C., activists

and aldermen are now calling for
action on the issues and recommendations raised in the report.
“There is no issue more important than [police reform], and we
need to have regular updates,”
said Ald. Leslie Hairston (5th
Ward), adding she has not yet
received information from Mayor

Rahm Emanuel’s administration
for a plan to implement the DOJ
recommendations.
The DOJ report, released Jan. 13,
stated CPD lacks accountability
for misconduct, has insufficient
training in de-escalation tactics
and engaged in a pattern of unreasonable force—including deadly
force, as reported the same day by
The Chronicle.
“The incidents described in this
report are sobering to all of us,”
Emanuel said at a press conference the day of the release. “Police
misconduct will not be tolerated
anywhere in this city and those
who break the rules will be held
accountable for their actions.”
Lori Lightfoot, chair of the Police
Accountability Task Force and
president of the Chicago Police
Board, told The Chronicle many
of the recommendations from the
DOJ are similar to the recommendations from her organization’s
report in April 2015.
Further trust issues could arise
if action is not taken sooner rather
than later, according to Lightfoot.

“The DOJ and [PATF] came up
with a range of different recommendations, [and] some are going
to take more time to implement,”
Lightfoot said. “I would expect and
hope the mayor and his team would
put out a specific, comprehensive
plan for implementations of the
various recommendations with a
timeline for when they’re going to
be implemented.”
Frank Chapman, field organizer
for the Chicago Alliance Against
Racist and Political Repression,
expressed doubt that Emanuel will
move on the recommendations.
“The whole approach of [the
Emanuel] administration has been
to excuse and justify police crimes,”
Chapman said. “Through drawing
out the process, ducking and dodging techniques, this is another one
of those.”
During the January press conference, Emanuel said the recommendations would be taken seriously.
The report also acknowledged
CPD has been enacting reforms
since the police dash-cam footage
of the fatal shooting of 17-year-old

Laquan McDonald was released
November 2015, which prompted
the two-year investigation.
Reforms include a two-year plan
to mandate body cameras for all
CPD patrol officers, as reported
Sept. 26, 2016 by The Chronicle.
However, the report stated that
stronger training, oversight and
accountability are still needed.
According to Chapman, all
recent police reforms, including
the creation of the Civilian Office
of Police Accountability to replace
the Independent Police Review
Authority—as reported Oct. 10,
2016 by The Chronicle—are diversions to steer the conversation
away from community oversight
of police.
“The [DOJ] recommendations
are not about community control
of police,” Chapman said. “They are
modest reforms, but [Emanuel]
is refusing to even move on that.
And now that [President Donald]
Trump is in the White House, I
don’t think he even has to.”
Another concerning figure
in the public’s eyes is the new

SEE DOJ , PAGE 39

Alderman, activist search
for reform updates
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» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER
NEARLY $15 MILLION will fund
public safety and neighborhood
improvement projects after
Mayor Rahm Emanuel and city
aldermen resolve conf licting
views on how the money should
be allocated.
The decision, made Feb. 22 at
an impromptu finance committee
meeting preceding City Council,
was delayed by one day while
Emanuel and aldermen led by
Ald. Raymond Lopez (15th Ward)
squared off over where the funds
should go.
Emanuel’s plan called for
funding park infrastructure,
police body cameras, Chicago
Public Schools athletic programs
and other initiatives including
$500,000 to plant 1,000 trees.

“I’ve heard in this body plenty
of times that we can’t sacrifice
the good in order for the perfect,”
Lopez said during the Council
meeting. “I also know more than
most the extent that the violence
has had in our communities.”
The substitute ordinance,
approved by a 35-10 City Council
vote, followed Emanuel’s plan
except for the tree planting. As
a compromise, the $500,000 will
go to strategic decision support
centers around the city.
Lopez’s proposal would have
allocated funding for traumainformed case management and
counseling for at-risk youth,
extended One Summer Chicago
to be a year-round employment
program and expanded the mayor’s social support program for
at-risk youth so it starts in 5th
grade instead of high school.

“I know many will say this is
not sufficient or not complete,”
Lopez said. “But I have faith that
we are taking the first of what will
hopefully be a continued march
toward protecting our children .”
Brighton Park Neighborhood
Council supported Lopez’s plan
because the city’s South and West
sides do not receive adequate
attention, said Michelle Pantoja,
the organization’s development
and communications manager. If
Emanuel showed support for
Lopez’s plan, it would help
him gain credibility in
their community,
where they consider
him “nonexistent,”
she added.
Although not
involved in the
approval process,
Deputy Mayor
Andrea Zopp said
the mayor’s office is
dedicated to finding a
source for a minimum
$1 million in funding
for violence intervention

programs—like CeaseFire—which
have been proven effective in the
neighborhood, according to the
organization’s communications
consultant Glenn Reedus.
CeaseFire sends in respected
members of the community into
the neighborhood to help mediate
violence while also providing help
to citizens to find jobs, continue
their education and get food,
according to Reedus.

Because Gov. Bruce Rauner
cut CeaseFire’s funding in March
2015, Reedus said the group has
not been able to send in as many
“violence interrupters” into the
neighborhoods, which directly
correlates with rises in crime.
Restoring funding to the group
would more put workers back
on the streets so it can properly
function as it did before the cuts
were made.

SEE TAXES, PAGE 39

Millions invested in public safety
after alderman resistance

» ZOË HAWORTH/CHRONICLE
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State program to provide vets
with child care
» CAROLINE BOWEN
METRO REPORTER
SINCE RETURNING FROM serving
six years in the U.S. Army, Englewood resident Colzetta Jackson
has had trouble finding and keeping a civilian job in the city—a
problem she said many Chicago
veterans face.
“It is getting more difficult
every day,” Jackson, a mother of
two, said.
To combat this and other problems veterans experience, the
Illinois Department of Veterans
Affairs announced a pilot program
Feb. 14 that Jackson said could help
her finally find a stable job. The
Tiny Boots program, announced
at the Edward Hines Jr. Veterans
Administration Hospital in Hines,
Illinois, provides free child care
to veterans statewide attending

counseling, a medical appointment
or a job interview.
According to IDVA public information officer Dave MacDonna,
Illinois veterans eligible for Tiny
Boots must have been honorably
discharged and be able to verify
that they are attending one of the
three types of appointments.
MacDonna said the program
will be offered in Cook, Kane
and DuPage counties and will be
funded by the department’s Vet
Cash grant program lottery ticket.
The IDVA’s goal is to eventually
making it available to all Illinois
veterans, he added.
“We are hoping the program will
be one less stress for the Illinois
veteran—that he or she will be able
to take advantage of it and go to the
appointment that will help them
continue to lead a productive life,”
MacDonna said.

» GETTY IMAGES
Tiny Boots, announced by the Illinois Department of Veterans Affairs, will give
free child care to Illinois veterans attending counseling, medical appointments
or job interviews through a partnership with the YWCA.

The IDVA partnered with
YWCA Metropolitan Chicago,
which will register veterans for the
program and choose a local child
care provider, according to Shelley
Bromberek-Lambert, YWCA’s
chief reimagination officer.

“Many of [the child care services] are women-owned businesses or small proprietary
businesses, and we really want
to help them by filling unused
capacity,” she said. “So it really is
a win-win situation.”

In order to use the program,
veterans must give the organization notice one week prior to the
appointment. The YWCA will
arrange and schedule child care
once that information is provided,
the IDVA press release stated.
“We want all of the women we
treat to go from surviving to thriving, and that’s what we are hoping this program will enhance,”
Bromberek-Lambert said.
Jackson said Tiny Boots is a
work in progress, and she is concerned she will still need free
child care services during the time
between finding a job and receiving her first paycheck.
Jackson proposed a two-week
extension to the program for veterans once they have started their
new jobs because she said many
child care providers—not arranged
by the YWCA—request payment
before taking in new children.
“It could use some improvements, but it’s a big start to helping
us veterans,” she said.
cbowen@chroniclemail.com

COLLEGE NIGHT:
A WONDROUS SIGHT
Post-Show Performance
March 2, 2017
Following the evening performance of
A Wonder in My Soul
By Marcus Gardley | Directed by Chay Yew
Join us for a pre-show reception in the lobby featuring delicious drink
specials & free pizza. Then, stick around for A Wonder in My Soul and stay for
post-show performances featuring short scenes written by, directed by, and
performed by college artists around the city.
$10 student tickets
with the code

WONDROUS
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Performers Devontay Wood (left) and
Jordan Jones said it is their “passion”
to play the bucket drums on State
Street, one of the areas a proposed
ban would bar them from playing.

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Street performers could
be forced to new venues

» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER

THE ABILIT Y TO perform music
on the street means everything
to George Banks, who may not
be able to continue in light of an
ordinance set to be voted on by
City Council.
Banks, a Chicago percussionist,
vocalist and guitarist has played in
the city for 30 years.

“I do it because it makes people
happy [and] makes [people] smile,”
Banks said. “Psychologically, I feel
better. I have to get it out of my system. It’s a part of my life.”
Banks and other Chicago-area
street performers are facing a
ban proposed by Ald. Brendan
Reilly (42nd Ward) and Ald. Brian
Hopkins (2nd Ward) to bar street
performers on State Street and

Michigan Avenue—some of the
areas with the heaviest foot traffic—unless their music cannot be
heard outside of 20 feet.
“Why is it that other cities such
as New York celebrate their street
musicians and they don’t do that
here in Chicago?” Banks said.
City Council was scheduled to
vote on the ordinance during its
Feb. 22 meeting but deferred its
vote to the next Council meeting
March 29.
A Feb. 22 emailed statement
from Reilly’s office confirmed he
met with street performers and

their representatives to review the
ordinance before the Feb. 22 meeting. The email stated that Reilly
has made a commitment to the
performer community to find new
locations that would allow them
to perform, while also providing
relief to downtown residents and
office workers.
» LOU
FOGLIA/CHRONICLE
Prior
to the
City Council meeting, the American Civil Liberties
Union of Illinois sent a letter Feb.
21 urging aldermen to not pass the
ordinance, according to Rebecca
Glenberg, an ACLU Illinois senior
staff attorney.
“The current street-performer
ordinance has serious constitutional problems, and this proposal
would have created even more First
Amendment problems, “ Glenberg
said. “[It] would almost certainly
would be unconstitutional.”
Glenberg said the ACLU wants
the proposed restrictions withdrawn and to see some revisions to

the current street performer ordinance to better protect performers’
rights to expression.
“We understand the need to regulate excessive noise in the city,”
Glenberg said. “But we think that
can be done without singling out
street performers [with an] excessively burdensome regulation.”
Banks said the street performers’
music is important for the city’s culture to thrive. To some performers,
being able to play on the streets
means a lot more than entertaining
crowds, he added.
Ian Walsh, who plays guitar outside the Richard J. Daley Center, 50
W. Washington St., said being able
to play “means [performers] can eat
and have a roof over [their] heads.”
He and his bandmate William
Nevin agreed that street music
contributes to Chicago’s culture.
“It’s really part of what makes
a big city—having people come out
and play music in the street,” Nevin
said. “Out here, you know where you
stand with people.”
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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U.S. Attorney General Jeff Sessions,
who has spoken against consent
decrees. Chapman said Sessions’
policy statements is against the
“democratic process” and sends a
signal to Emanuel that the consent
decree will not be enforced and
reforms do not need to occur.
Rev. Larry Dowling of the
Community Renewal Society is
in favor of civilian oversight of the
police. A civilian oversight board

TAXES, FROM PAGE 34

to appoint chief administrators for
COPA was deferred to an undetermined date and currently awaits
City Council approval, as reported
Oct. 10, 2016 by The Chronicle.
Dowling said Emanuel’s actions
on issues such as the property tax
rebate, as reported on Page 34,
speak to his lack of commitment to
solving the city’s violence problems.
The mayor’s current focus is
getting favorable headlines before

the 2019 mayoral election, and is
only looking at the short term and
not for long-term commitments to
ensure community safety, according to Dowling.
“These reforms are also important to drive down the violence
we’re seeing raging out of control
in too many of our neighborhoods,”
Lightfoot said.
Emanuel was in Washington
D.C. for Chicago-related business

» FILE PHOTO
Ald. Leslie Hairston (5th Ward) and community activists say they have doubts about whether Mayor Rahm Emanuel will introduce a plan to implement the police reform recommendations from the U.S. Department of Justice report released Jan. 13.

meetings Feb. 13, according to the
mayor’s public schedule. Afterward,
reports were released that the DOJ
would be in the city to begin working
with the mayor to create a plan to
implement the recommendations.
However, Hairston could not
confirm this and said Emanuel is
unwilling to work with her.
The Mayor’s Press Office and the
CPD News Affairs Office did not
respond to requests for comment
as of press time.
Hairston said police reform is
a national issue, and the Chicago
community in particular is angry
that police misconduct has been
allowed to continue. If Emanuel
were to not follow the consent
decree, it could impact his re-election bid, she added.
“We need to have regular meetings and have aldermen give their
input,” Hairston said. “I said [this]
last year. [City Council] needs to
have this done out in the open with
meaningful discussions.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com

“This is not a South Side or
West Side problem,” Reedus
said. “Everybody needs to be
pushing their aldermen and
state [representatives] to restore CeaseFire funding.”
Ald. Ricardo Munoz (22nd
Ward), member of the Chicago
Progressive Reform Caucus,
said he was disappointed that
street-intervention funding
that could potentially go toward
after-school programs and keeping kids off the streets would not
immediately be available.
“For [the Emanuel administration] to come before us
and ask us to spend this kind of
money and not even consider
including some street intervention money is just not good,”
Munoz said at the meeting. “It’s
actually a slap in the face to City
Council. It just seems like [the
administration is] tone deaf to
the fact that these kids need
something to do.”
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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Dare to Compare
anD see the DifferenCe at
30 east apartments!
Fully Furnished Units • Each Bedroom has Private Bathroom • Outdoor Terraces with Gas Grills, Fire Pit & TV
Club Room Cafe • Sky Lounge & Sky Terrace on Top Floor • 24-Hour Fitness Center • Indoor Bike Storage & Repair
24-Hour Study/Conference Rooms • Premium Cable with HBO & Showtime • High Speed Internet • Washer/Dryer in Unit

rates starting at $926!

live at: 30 East BalBo avEnuE
lease at: 400 s. DEarBorn strEEt

VS.
UPSCALE STUDENT APARTMENTS

LOOP APARTMENTS

NO

new builDing
amenitY spaCe

12,000 sf

water

inCluDeD

Cable/internet

(HBO & Showtime: High-speed wired &
wireless internet throughout bldg.)

eleCtriC

inCluDeD

inCluDeD

gYm membership
(24-hour fitness center + yoga studio)

launDrY

(Full size stackable washer
& dryer in every unit)

inCluDeD

inCluDeD

tv

(42” Samsung HDTV in every unit)

inCluDeD

furniture

(Living area and bedroom furniture
included: see floor plans for details)

OTHER

inCluDeD

30 east = all-inClusive

NOT EVEN CLOSE
$50/month
$110/month
$60/month
$80/month
$20/month
$500 one time cost
$3,000 one time cost

You Do the math!

30 East Upscale Student Apartments features all-inclusive living, where your rent covers utilities, including internet and cable.
331-256-5131 • www.30EastApts.com

